5o we will follow carefully. Please proceed.' We did. And they followed.
Very carefully, let me say.
There was never a permit to build the Imperial Hotel earthquake-
proof. It was all a gigantic experiment in behalf of Japan by the Keiuchiku
ho of the Imperial Household—myself. An experiment not yet under-
stood nor fully granted success by my own people, except with a grudge.
The Japanese, however, were pleased with the results.
After all, it was their affair?
And there never was more than a conditional permit to build the unique
Administration Building of Johnson's Wax; nor ever a permit to build the
original textile block houses in California, nor the later board-and-brick
Usonian Houses in seventeen different states. No. Nor—but we are talking
about the building that Hib's 'hunch* set up life-size in his native Racine
partly for the edification and amazement of the home town. But not so,
too much.
Organic architecture designed this great building to be as inspiring a
place to work in as any cathedral ever was in which to worship. It was
meant to be a socio-architectural interpretation of modern business at its
top and best.
The building was laid out upon a horizontal unit system twenty feet on
centres both ways, rising into the air on a vertical unit system of three
and a half inches: one especially large brick course. Glass was not used as
bricks in this structure. Bricks were bricks. The building itself became—
by way of long glass tubing—crystal where crystal either transparent
or translucent was felt to be most appropriate. In order to make the
structure monolithic the exterior enclosing wall material appeared inside
wherever it was sensible for it to do so.
The main feature of construction was the simple repetition of slender
hollow monolithic dedriform shafts or stems—the stems standing tip-toe in
small brass shoes bedded at the floor level.
The great structure throughout is light and plastic—an open glass-
filled rift is up there where the cornice might have been. Reinforcing
used was mostly cold-drawn steel mesh—welded.
The entire steel-reinforced structure stands there earthquake-proof,
fireproof, soundproof, and vermin-proof. Almost fool-proof but alas, no.
Simplicity is never foolproof nor is it ever for fools.
Weight herein this building by way of a natural use of steel in tension,
appears to lift and float in light and air$ 'miraculous* light dendriforms
standing up against the sky take on integral character as plastic units of a
plastic building construction entire, emphasizing space instead of standing
up in the way as mere inserts for support.
The main clerical work force was all correlated in one vast room, 228
by 228 feet. This great room, air-conditioned, besides the top lighting and
rift for light at the cornice level, is daylit also by rifts in the brick walls.
And the heating system of the main floor of the building is entirely
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